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HEAVY DAMAGE IN THE RUHR

Photographs have nowbeen taken of the western end of the Ruhr where the

towns of Duisburg, Ruhrort, Meiderich and Hamborn form a single industrial

concentration of the greatest importance to the whole economic system of

Germany. In this area, as a result of Bomber Command's recent attacks,

damage which is certain to have a far reaching effect on the enemy 's

production of armaments and munitions has been done.

The August Thyssen steel works at Hamborn, one of the largest steel

works not only in Germany but in all German-occupied Europe, have been

hit again. The works were damaged in March of this year, but this time

a very heavy bomb has fallen dead in the centre of the huge rolling mills.

The roofing is damaged ever an area of about 150,000 square feet, and, what

is evert more significant, very heavy structural damage can be seen in the

middle of this area. This damage alone should greatly decrease production,
for a long time, in a plant which produced millions of tons of steel

and pig iron every year - steel and iron which were used in hundreds of

arms factories.

There, is other damage as well. The sheet melting mill has been hit

by a heavy bomb, 62,500 sq. feet of the roof have been stripped and the

greater part of the roof supporting structure underneath has been removed.

The roof of the power house also shows signs of damage. Repairs
are still in progress on the stool strip rolling mills and the finishing

mill, which were damaged in March of this year.

Five other steel works in the Hamborn-Duisburg—Ruhrort area have

also incurred same damage.

In the Neuenkamp district of Duisburg there has been a direct

hit on a colliery, the Zeche Diergardt, Schacht III Colliery, which has

destroyed nearly all the pit head buildings and equipment and made the

whole coal-mine unserviceable.

A two-bay shed in a zinc and sulphuric acid works in the Duisburg-

Meiderich district has been completely demolished and other sheds have been

damaged. An extraction plant in a tar distillery in the same district

has been demolished and, another building has been damaged. Camouflaged
tanks in the works show signs of damage.

Two bays of a shop in the Kesselfabrik boiler works in the Hochfeld

district of Duisburg have been destroyed by fire, and repairs are being
made to the roof of a third bay. Buildings in two chemical factories have

been destroyed or damaged, as well as buildings in a number of snail

unidentified,works.

The new
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The new photographs reveal that in an attack made before March of this

year there was a direct hit on the end of a range of coking ovens in the

Neumuhl Cokeing plant: some ovens appear to have been blown in.

In the great Duisburg-Ruhrort inland river port a number of warehouses

have been burnt out or wrecked by high explosives; two railway sheds have been

demolished. In the Kasslerfeld-Neuenkamp inland harbour, just south of the

Duisburg-Ruhrort inland port, a whole group of silos and storehouses has been

completely destroyed by fire. The roofs of two large warehouses in the same

harbour have fallen in, and other buildings have been gutted.

Many administrative buildings hove been destroyed or damaged, including

an A.R .P. building and a tram depot. There is also extensive damage to

commercial buildings and houses in all the towns which have been photographed.

At Oberhausen, a few miles to the east of Duisburg, there is heavy damage
both to industrial buildings and to houses. Damage extending over almost the

whole of the main railway station can be seen; two thirds of the main buildings

were gutted and another station building was almost entirely roofless. Four of

the seven platforms show the marks of considerable damage by fire, and the Deutsche

Babcock and Wilcox boiler works have been extensively damaged by high explosives,

blast, and fire. Two buildings of a tar works have been burned down and a

zinc rolling mill has been damaged by fire.

A final survey of the damage done in Dusseldorf on the night of July 31

shows that the following factories, in addition to those already reported, have

been badly damaged:-

Seven sheds in the August Schmitz Walzmaschinenfabrik (rolling and other

metal working machinery) have been completely demolished, and another has been

seriously damaged.

Two bays of a four-bay shed in the Deutsche Rohrenwerke (steel, tubes) are

destroyed. In another plant belonging to the same firm there is roof damage to

a large workshop.

In a factory making roof-felting, the Dachpappenfabrik L. Upflabner, three

bays of the main buildings are damaged and a smaller building gutted.

In the V . Woeste Maschinenfabrik, engineering works, the end of the main

shop is burned out.

In the Silica works of Heinrich Koppers, two buildings are damaged.

There was great damage by fire in a plant which is probably that of the

Olex Petroleum Company.

A long building in the petroleum receiving depot in the suburb of Neuss

has been destroyed.

Besides damage to industrial plants, some 350 business premises and houses

have been destroyed. Many other houses have been made uninhabitable.

The Werkzeug Maschinenfabrik Schiess Defries, a machine tool works in

Dusseldorf, in which, as already reported, four large buildings were wrecked

and others damaged also made magnetic mines.
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